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A series of small tandem rollers, with an operating 
weight of approximately 1.6 tons, is now replacing the 
CC82/92. This series of machines come in drum widths of 
31, 35 and 39 inches.
   These machines are used primarily for small-scale 
compaction work, such as pavements, bicycle paths, 
small roads and small parking areas.
   The machines are fitted with a robust central lifting eye 
that allows fast and simple loading for transportation. 
The folding ROPS helps to keep the transport height 
to a minimum.
   The powerful, quiet, water-cooled, 3-cylinder Perkins 
diesel engine produces 23.5 hp. Together with the large 
drum diameter and the drive motors connected in series, 
it contributes to an excellent accessibility and hill-climb-
ing capacity. Propulsion and vibration come as standard 
on both drums. A switch to turn off vibration on the front 
drum is a standard option, rear drum shut-off can be 
added as an additional option.
   The ‘single arm’ model (CC900S) leaves the right side 
of front drum unobstructed, which makes it possible to 
compact close to walls. Furthermore, the front and rear 
drum have an off-set of 2.4 inches. 
   The machines are equipped with a new type of self-drain-
ing sprinkler tube and nozzles, in order to minimize the 

risk of ice plugs in cold weather conditions.
The large 50 gallon water tank allows long periods of  
work between refills. In order to further extend the  
working periods, a sprinkler timer is included as standard 
equipment. The powerful water pump is the same model 
as used on our larger asphalt machines.
   A spacious, vibration-damped operator's stand and 
an ergonomically positioned step make the machines 
extremely driver-friendly. A new, modern, easily legible 
instrument panel with warning lights and a fuel gauge 
come as standard.
   In order to minimize maintenance costs, service inter-
vals have been extended and the machines now have a 
maintenance-free steering hitch and steering cylinder. 
The few remaining service points are easily accessible.

Economy
A low total cost for the owner has always been a key 
objective in Dynapac´s product development. 
High productivity, reliability and quality are other key 
design criteria in all of Dynapac´s products. Our rollers 
offer excellent service access and high resale value due 
to the high product quality.

Small Tandem Asphalt Rollers

Easy readable instrument panel 
with fuel gauge.

Maintenance-free articulated joint 
and steering cylinder.

Spacious driver’s platform with  
ergonomically positioned step.
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  (Unit shown without standard 50 gallon water tank)



Dynapac uses carefully selected  

components in the manufacturing 

of compaction equipment. 

   Our machines are designed to con-

form to all current safety and quality 

requirements in United States and 

the rest of the world.

   Dynapac always has agents at the 

local level. We are aware of local 

conditions and can always reach you 

quickly, wherever and whenever you 

need us.

   Dynapac takes responsibility for  

servicing and for the product itself 

for its entire useful life.

   Availability, quality and the best  

possible customer service are the 

core of our business model.  

We are always available for fast and  

reliable service.

The Dynapac Sales organization and 

its dealer network have direct access 

to online parts documentation, 

availability and ordering functions 

over the Internet.  

Parts & Service On Line provides 

our aftermarket organizations with 

instant service and parts information

24 hours a day, regardless of location 

in the world.

   You save both time and money 

with regard to administration and 

freight by always turning to us.

   In addition to the parts that you 

buy, you get more in the form of 

quality, availability, know-how and 

customer service.

Service
      Daily service points are      

      
few and easily accessible.

      The large, easy-to-open  

      engine hood and  

      service points centally  

      located on one side of 

the machine make servicing fast and easy.

   With maintenance-free steering hitch 

and -cylinder, no grease nipples are 

found on these machines.

   At the same time, the periods between 

servicing have been extended. 

Corrosion-free water tank and sprinkler 

tubes, in combination with easily  

accessible filters, ensure reliability and 

easy maintenance.

                  
            Ergonomics
                           The rollers feature very 

                             low vibration levels in 

                              the operator’s position,    

              achieved through rubber 

suspension of the operator’s platform, 

drums and diesel engine.

   Fittings, such as double F&R controls 
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(option) give an unsurpassed view over 

the drum edge on left and right side. 

The noise level is very low, implying less 

risk of injury caused by noise or fatigue 

during extended use.
                                 
   
           Safety
                                  A very low center of 

                                     gravity gives the 

                                     rollers good stability.    

      All machines are 

fitted on both drums with ‘fail-safe’ 

brakes. The brakes are automatically 

applied if the engine stops, or in the 

event of hydraulic or electric faults in 

the brake circuits.

  A safety switch fitted in the seat  

prevents inadvertent starting of  

the engine.  

The operator must be seated to enable 

the F&R lever to be activated.

  The main power switch and well- 

protected electric cables minimize  

the risk of fire.

  Foldable ROPS are standard.



These machines are prepared for use of  
biologically degradable hydraulic fluid.  
Filters for hydraulic fluid, engine oil and 
fuel are located where they are easily 
reachable and where they are least  
possible to cause spillage.
  Tanks for water, fuel and hydraulic oil 
are made of recyclable polyethylene. 
 

      
                          Application 
                             support
                               

All machines are given 
a trade description at Dynapac  
International High Comp Centre (IHCC) 
in Karlskrona, Sweden. This verifies that 
the compaction characteristics of the 
machine correspond to the high level 
requirements that have been applied 
during development.
   The data accumulated during tests is 
filed in a know-how bank at IHCC, from 
which recommendations are  
subsequently made concerning the 
choice of machines and modes of use 
in relation to customer specifications 
and wishes. Customer support by IHCC 
accompanies all Dynapac’s machines 
worldwide. As long as the machine is in 
use, service and support is never farther 
away than a telephone call.

The end result is a unique know-
how center that covers market 
requirements, making it possible for 
everyone to improve their know-
ledge in the field of compaction and 
laying technique.

               PaveComp
Our PaveComp software recommends 
the screeds, tractor units and rollers  
you need to perform your specific 
job. A number of asphalt mixes are 
included in the program. The varying 
compaction needs of mixes and 
layer thicknesses are taken into 
account.  
The program also recommends rolling 
speed, frequency and amplitude 
settings, as well as the number of 
passes required to reach  
the right density.

                       Performance

            
The machines feature long  

           service intervals and few  
           service points.
            High quality components  
            and large tanks for fuel  
            and water, also contribute 
to fewer interruptions in operation.  
The high transport speed contributes to 
moving quickly between different jobs. 
Altogether, these keep unplanned  
interruptions to a minimum and  
productivity high. Using genuine  
Dynapac parts you will reduce your 
overall costs even further.
   The powerful engine and serial- 
connected drive motors contribute to 
an excellent hill-climbing capacity. 
   High clearance adjacent to the drums 
facilitates compaction close to high 
curbs, etc. This, in combination with 
articulated steering and unobstructed 
view over the drum edges, makes the 
machines easy to operate even in 
cramped spaces.
   The ‘single arm’ version (CC900S), with 
right side of front drum free, makes it 
even possible to compact close to  
house walls.

         Environment
         The Perkins engine  
        conforms with a  
        good margin to  
        current requirements  
        on emission. 
Low noise level is an increasing demand 
in major cities where intense daytime 
traffic makes it necessary to work during 
the night and holidays.
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Weight classes

 Model Tons

 CC800  1.6 

 CC900  1.6

 CC1000 1.6



Powerful and silent 3 cylinder 
water-cooled diesel engine.

Very low vibration levels 
in the operator’s platform.

Maintenance free steering  
hitch and steering cylinder.

Self-draining sprinkler  
tube and nozzles

     Standard Foldable ROPS.

Central lifting point

Serial connected drive  
motors contribute to  
excellent hill-climbing  
capacity.
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CHARACTERISTICS

Loading and reloading
Robust central lifting eye, makes loading and reloading an easy task.

Engine
Powerful, water-cooled, 3-cylinder diesel engine, with very low noise level.

Steering system 
Articulated steering with maintenance-free hitch and steering cylinder, 
keeps maintenance hours low.

Sprinkler drainage system
Self-draining sprinkler tubes and nozzles, combined with low placed  
drainage valve on the filter makes it easy to drain the sprinkler system.

Sprinkler system
Pressurized sprinkler system with a powerful water pump, 
ensures efficient water supply for the drums.
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CHARACTERISTICS

Drivers seat
Adjustable seat, forward/reverse.
As optional there is a seat with weight adjustment

ROPS
Foldable ROPS are standard equipment.

Ergonomic steps
Spacious driver’s platform with ergonomically postitioned step,
makes it easy to enter the roller.

Instrument panel
Easily readable instrument panel with fuel gauge.

Ergonomic Operator platform 
The vibration-damped platform gives very low body- and hand-vibrations.
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4,200 vpm

Maneuverability
Good maneuverability, thanks to excellent  
drum edge visibility and front/rear view.

Drums
Big drum diameter makes compaction easier also on soft  
tricky asphalt mixes.  Thick drum shells for long life time.

Compaction
High frequency (4,200 vpm) for efficient compaction.
”Vibration Shut” off on front drum is a standard option
and rear drum is available as an additional option.

Free drum side and off-set
With CC900 S, it is possible to compact close to house walls.

Easy towing
Towing eye-lets as standard.
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 Equipment

Standard euqipment/Optional equipment may vary for different machines and markets.

Automatic Vibration Control (AVC)  

Automatic Water Control (AWC)

Backup alarm  

Foldable ROPS

Fuel gauge 

Towing eyelet, front and rear  

Central lifting eye

Cup/Can holder  

Ballast weight to CC800

Driving lights

Dual F/R controls

License plate light/holder

Lockable water tank cap

Standard
Rubber mounted operation platform 

Hydraulic pressure checkpoints

Emergency stop

Horn  

Ignition key 

Interlock brake  

Hour meter 

Pressurizes sprinkler system 

Warning light, brakes 

Warning light, charging  

Warning light, engine oil pressure  

Warning light, engine temperature  

Warning light, low fuel level  

Vibration shut off, front drum

Vibrations on both drums

Sprinkler timer

Optionals
Main battery switch

Rear view mirror

Rotating beacon for ROPS

Side direction lights

Slow Moving Vehicle sign (SMV)

Special colour

Spring loaded scrapers

Tool set

Working lights

F/R Drum shut off
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Dynapac Compaction Equipment AB, Box 504, SE-371 23 Karlskrona, Sweden. Tel: +46 455 30 60 00, Fax: +46 455 30 60 30
We reserve the right to change specifications without notice. Photos and illustrations do not always show standard versions of machines.

The above information is a general description only, is not guaranteed and contains no warranties of any kind.

Locations worldwide

For other countries, please check www.dynapac.com or send an e-mail to dynapacinfo@dynapac.com

AustrAliA Dynapac Australia Pty. Ltd.132 Toongabbie Road. GIRRAWEEN NSW 2145. Phone: +61 2 88689700. Fax: +61 2 97691024 • AustriA 

Dynapac / Büro Österreich. Feldstrasse 34, 2345 BRUNN AM GEBIRGE. Phone: +43 2236 37992244. Fax: +43 37992299 • BrAzil Dynapac Brasil 

Indústria e Comércio Ltda. Rua Flórida, 1738, 6° andar. Brooklin Novo, 04565-001, SÃO PAULO. Phone: +55 11 3797-2151. Fax: +55 11 3797-2172 

• CAnAdA Dynapac Canada Ltd. 4050 B, Sladeview Crescent MISSISSAUGA, Ontario, L5L5Y5. Phone: +1 905 607 1170. Fax: +1 905 607 7921 • 

ChinA Dynapac China Room 401, CYTS Plaza, No.5, Dongzhimen South Avenue, Dongcheng District, BEIJING 100007 Tel: +86 10 5815 6400. Fax: 

+86 10 5815 6468 • FrAnCe Dynapac France SNC BP 50048 77222 TOURNAN-EN-BRIE CEDEX Phone: +33 (0)1 64 42 59 00 Fax: +33 (0)1 64 07 

11 57 • GermAny Dynapac GmbH Im Tiefenbruch 7 DE-31275 LEHRTE Phone: +49 5132 8287-0 Fax: +49 5132 8287-76 • indiA Dynapac India Pvt. 

Ltd. 808, Ansal Bhawan 16, Kasturba Gandhi Marg NEW DELHI - 110 001 Phone: +91 11 5152 0851/52 Fax: +91 11 5152 0853 • itAly Dynapac S.p.A. 

Via Galileo Galilei 41 IT-20010 CORNAREDO (MI) Phone: +39 02 934831 Fax: +39 02 93483199 • mexiCo Dynapac Mexico S.de R.L. de C.V. Oso 

127 - 405 Col. Del Valle Mexico D.F. 03100 Phone: +52 55 5534 5103 Fax: +52 55 5524 7779  • norwAy Dynapac Norway AS Professor Birkelands 

vei 36 D pb 23 Alnabru, N 0614 OSLO Phone: +47 40 45 51 00 Fax: ++47 22 90 35 52 • PolAnd Dynapac Poland Sp. z o.o. ul. Rzepakowa 1A 40-541 

KATOWICE Phone: +48 32 78 27 100 Fax: +48 32 78 27 101 • russiA Dynapac CIS 104, Bld. 14, Oktyabrskaya Emb. RU-193079 ST. PETERSBURG 

Phone: +7 812 336 94 00 Fax: +7 812 336 94 01 • south AFriCA Dynapac (SA) (Pty) Ltd 64 Kelly Road Jet Park, JOHANNESBURG, 1459 Phone: 

+27 11 397-8380 Fax: +27 11 397-8389 • sPAin Dynapac Iberia, S.L.U. Rivas No. 4 ES-28032 MADRID Phone: +34 902 013 254 Fax: +34 91 825 57 

15 • sweden Dynapac Nordic AB Saldovägen 20 SE-175 62 JÄRFÄLLA Phone:+46 8 474 21 00 Fax: +46 8 474 21 10 • united KinGdom Dynapac 

Ltd Unit 4B Consul Road RUGBY, Warwickshire CV21 1QJ Phone: +44 1788 53 5030 Fax: +44 1788 53 5090 • usA Dynapac Compaction, Paving & 

Milling Inc. P.O. Box 615 SCHERTZ, TX 78154 Phone: +1 210 474 5770 Fax: +1 210 474 5750

Dynapac is so much more than just equipment. When 
our machines are distributed, we include a whole con-
cept of service with original parts, support and organized 
know-how, covering all the needs in the entire field of 
compaction and paving – on every continent. We have 
cut down on response times and increased availability, 
reliability and distribution speed. For optimum qual-
ity, the same engineer who designed the original 

machine also looked after the parts. We have a row 
of service points around the globe to provide peace 
of mind. Through the internet, our service points 
have documentation and parts availability informa-
tion, updated minute by minute. We have developed 
a complete international network, always ready to 
offer support and assist with parts and service 
in order to maintain the highest product quality. 
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